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Trustworthy Edge Storage Orchestration in
Intelligent Transportation Systems Using
Reinforcement Learning
Fuli Qiao, Jun Wu, Jianhua Li, Ali Kashif Bashir, Shahid Mumtaz, and Usman Tariq
Abstract—A large scale fast-growing data generated in intel-
ligent transportation systems (ITS) has become a ponderous
burden on the coordination of heterogeneous transportation
networks, which makes the traditional cloud-centric storage
architecture no longer satisfy new data analytics requirements.
Meanwhile, the lack of storage trust between ITS devices and
edge servers could lead to security risks in the data storage
process. However, a unified data distributed storage architecture
for ITS with intelligent management and trustworthiness is
absent in the previous works. To address these challenges, this
paper proposes a distributed trustworthy storage architecture
with reinforcement learning in ITS, which also promotes edge
services. We adopt an intelligent storage scheme to store data
dynamically with reinforcement learning based on trustworthi-
ness and popularity, which improves resource scheduling and
storage space allocation. Besides, trapdoor hashing based identity
authentication protocol is proposed to secure transportation
network access. Due to the interaction between cooperative de-
vices, our proposed trust evaluation mechanism is provided with
extensibility in the various ITS. Simulation results demonstrate
that our proposed distributed trustworthy storage architecture
outperforms the compared ones in terms of trustworthiness and
efficiency.
Index Terms—Intelligent transportation systems, distributed
storage architecture, trust evaluation, unified edge-cloud, rein-
forcement learning
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the advent of the Intelligent Transportation Sys-tems (ITS), large-scale transportation network end-
devices are interconnected to support traffic flow prediction,
intelligent control technologies, and public transportation plan-
ning, etc., and thus generates massive amounts of data [1].
Data comes from diverse sources, such as floating car sensors,
videos, GPS, smart cards, smart gird, and so on [2]. In this
situation, data consumer and producer (prosumer) in ITS has
more new requirements on the Quality of Service (QoS),
especially real-time service [3]. On the other hand, the data
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generated by end-devices can be analyzed and processed to
shape pragmatic knowledge information, which will play a
more momentous role and accomplish more value in the future
[4]. Due to the tremendous volume and application scenario
complexity, it is challenging to store data at the transportation
network edge using traditional methods [5]. Moreover, the
majority of ITS devices are resource-constrained, and currently
highly depend on cloud computing storage architecture, which
risks a single point of failure.
In the ITS cloud-centric storage architecture, there are
scalable comprehensive and systematic infrastructures, such as
Apache Hadoop, which implements a distributed file system
that supports processing and storage for a huge amount of
data [6]. There are various researches required to promote
the paradigm of ITS edge storage architecture [7]. However,
existing researches on data storage at the edge mostly focus on
optimizing and polishing the computation offloading solution
based on the existing storage architecture [8]. The lack of
a unified distributed storage architecture leads to obstacles of
data sharing in different transportation networks [9], [10]. With
edge computing, we envision that the role of transportation
network edge nodes is shifting from a data consumer to a
data producer as well as a consumer. Therefore, it is an
urgent problem to keep the communication between edge
nodes unhindered and not restricted by different regions and
regulations in ITS.
Edge nodes in ITS can be deployed by rational third parties,
which are vulnerable to security risks and attacks, including
external and internal attacks [11]–[15]. This situation leads to
the lack of trust between data prosumers and edge servers,
which has hindered data secure storage [16]. Trust evaluation
mechanism is currently regarded as a guard of distributed
applications [17]. Different from the traditional authentication
mechanism, it determines the trust levels of data prosumers
and edge servers while provides dynamic behavior perceiving
capability. As a supplemental technology, the trust evaluation
mechanism makes security services more trustworthy by en-
suring that data prosumers and edge servers are trustworthy
during data storage and request process. Some previous trust
works about trust evaluation have been applied in the wireless
networks, but most of them do not focus on the ITS edge
scenarios [18], [19].
Therefore, in this paper, we originally propose a distributed
trustworthy edge intelligent storage scheme in ITS. In our
proposed storage scheme, each edge server is modeled as
a multi-functional agent, which is committed to efficiently
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managing fragmented data storage. Our proposed dynamic
storage mechanism ensures that highly popular data comes
from trustworthy sources. The key contributions of our work
are as follows:
• Firstly, a unified trustworthy edge storage architecture
committed to managing data intelligently in ITS is pro-
posed. The peculiarity of our proposed architecture is to
migrate the virtues of Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) in Cloud Computing to Edge Computing to
ensure that ITS services satisfy better QoS.
• Secondly, we propose a dynamic storage policy-making
mechanism based on reinforcement learning to maximize
the capabilities of edge nodes. It can recommend data
with high call popularity for ITS services and update data
accordingly. In order to achieve high-throughout links,
we also propose a communication model for edge-cloud
and edge-edge. In this case, edge nodes share information
with neighbors through synchronous communication.
• Thirdly, in order to guarantee the security of data storage,
we propose a federated trusted evaluation model to clarify
the trustworthiness of edge servers and data prosumers
in ITS, so as to judge whether data source and storage
location are secure. We adopt the dual dimensions of
direct and indirect trust to evaluate the trustworthiness
of individuals, and indirect trust is related to recommen-
dation mechanisms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
shows the related works about related current works on AI
in ITS, edge storage, trust mechanisms, and Hadoop/HDFS
applications which we investigate. Section III provides an
overview and model details of our proposed scheme. Then, our
federated trust evaluation scheme is given in Section IV. The
specific mathematical models and algorithms for scheduling
the proposed scheme are illustrated in Section V. Simulation
results are provided in Section VI. Eventually, the paper is
concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Most of the existing research works on AI in ITS mainly
focus on the optimization of autonomous vehicles and traffic
flow prediction [20]. A deep architecture for traffic flow
prediction that incorporate a deep belief network at the bottom
and a multitask regression layer at the top is proposed [21].
Based on their deep architecture, a group method is proposed
to make multitask learning more effective to predict traffic
flow density. In [22], the authors proposed a general active-
learning framework for robust on-road vehicle recognition and
tracking. Particle filter tracking is integrated to improve this
system, and the system can be evaluated on real-world data set.
Reinforcement learning has been widely used in traffic signal
control, such as in multi-intersection vehicular networks, and
a novel use of a multi-agent intelligent system is proposed to
obtain an efficient traffic signal control strategy [23]. In order
to find suitable signal timing policies, the authors proposed a
deep neural network to learn the Q-function of reinforcement
learning from traffic system inputs and outputs [24].
The compution offloading solutions based on known storage
architectures are currently the maintstream of edge storage
works. An approximation algorithm is proposed to achieve
caching load balance based on an integer linear programming
problem, which considers fairness metrics [25]. Besides, in
order to minimize the latency of task implementation and the
cost of the entire operation meanwhile maximize node utiliza-
tion rate of local information and system trustworthiness, a
multiplier cooperative storage algorithm based on alternating
directions is proposed [26]. An optimal auction mechanism in-
clined to the service providers is proposed, aiming to diminish
information asymmetry between users and service providers
[27]. It also devises a computationally efficient method to
evaluate user payments and the optimal cache space allocation.
Trust evaluation mechanism is widely applied in various
distributed environments, such as mobile social networks,
wireless sensor network, industrial IoT and so on. To com-
prehensively evaluate the trustworthiness of sensor nodes
in the IoT system, an mobile edge computing based intel-
ligent trust evaluation strategy using probabilitic graphical
model is proposed which concerns on the data collection
and communication behavior of sensor nodes [28]. In social
networks, in order to supply secure multimedia contents
retrieval schemes while preventing privacy breaches from
honest-but-curious edge nodes and users, a trust evaluation
mechanism is proposed to calculate the trustworthiness of
edge nodes [29]. Considering existing methods neglect cross-
domain communications and trust management in the IoT,
a Holistic Cross-domain trust management model based on
multilevel central authorities is aimed at providing multilevel
security for service-centric IoT [30]. However, these works are
applied in the specific scenarios, rather than a pervasive edge
computing environment.
The proposal of Hadoop permits data distributed storage,
while HDFS, the bottom of Hadoop, is not appropriate for
use at the network edge. The nodes in the HDFS are divided
into two types, the NameNode that provides metadata services
and the DataNode that provides storgae blocks. HDFS has a
flaw which is a single point of failure because there is only
one NameNode. The performance of the Hadoop benchmark
suite is investigated, which runs on the edge computing testing
platform of physical and simulative infrastructure [31]. In
addition, the work on MapReduce currently has a large scale
which concentrates on compressing and analyzing data. In
contrast to cloud computing, edge computing is short of the
researches on data storage architecture.
Thus, this paper is committed to proposing a trustworthy
edge storage architecture with reinforcement learning in ITS,
which evaluates the trustworthiness of edge nodes for storage
security and is a unified comprehensively scheme to promote
ITS development.
III. PROPOSED UNIFIED TRUSTWORTHY EDGE STORAGE
ARCHITECTURE IN ITS
Based on the functions of the edge nodes in ITS, the
proposed storage architecture separates edge nodes into two
categories which are data prosumers and edge servers. Each
edge server consists of a Master and a few of data contain-
ers. The Master is similar to smart agents with control and
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management functions, and the data container performs the
storage allocation and recording tasks assigned by its Master.
The Master has three functional modules, synchronization
communication management, dynamic storage policy, and
multi-user data writing and mapping. The most distinguishing
characteristic is the dynamic storage to meet the requirements
of ITS scenarios. We use distributed intelligent recommenda-
tion algorithms to determine the appropriate storage location
for data by learning data classification and marking. In the
communication management module, it is desirable for the
Master to process requests and receipts, thereby facilitating
data mobility between edge servers. To enhance the adaptabil-
ity and scalability of the edge servers in ITS, we establish
a communication protocol pool. Liken HDFS, data mapping
tables can facilitate data lookups. However, our scheme sup-
ports arbitrary modification and deletion of data, and a file
can have multiple cooperative writers. In addition, the data
container immediately reports its remaining storage space to
the Master. The data container stores edge segmented data and
user private data, such as the ID number of vehicle drivers in
some situations, and the public shared data that was previously
put in the cloud. The popularity of data is a factor that affects
where data is stored and is, therefore, a momentous component
of data tags.
Fig. 1. Unified trustworthy edge storage intelligent architecture in ITS
The workflow of the proposed storage architecture is shown
in Figure 1 which achieves a cloud-edge collaborative mech-
anism, based on our previous work [32]. Data prosumers
can perform data pre-classification and preprocess assignments
for better ITS services. The initial popularity of the data is
recorded by data prosumers and initialized based on historical
information. Besides, data prosumers make the data more
valuable, and it’s easy to analyze ITS data for some tasks, such
as autonomous vehicles. For data prosumers, data uploads and
downloads are basic functions. In this paper, we have enhanced
the characteristics of the edge servers. Our storage architecture
is more concerned with the interaction between edge servers,
while edge servers can also store data sent by the cloud. The
stored data is dynamic and circulated through the edge servers.
For the cloud, it can audit messages and provide computing
services and data storage for data sharing and message sharing.
Fig. 2. Synchronization communication and data liquidity
A. Synchronization communication and data liquidity
As shown in Figure 1, Master has the following four main
communication processes as follows: (1) Cloud Load-off:
require the Master to communicate with the cloud to record
public shared data, (2) Task Assignment: assign storage tasks
by controlling the data container, (3) Edge Operation Log:
record data upload behavior of the data prosumer, (4) Data
Liquidity: an edge server and its counterparts exchange storage
information distribution.
The communication management domain involves a proto-
col pool, as shown in Figure 2, which contains HTTP proxy,
CoAP connector [33], and synchronization protocol proxy. It is
responsible for interaction with the cloud, communication with
the prosumers, and collaboration between the edge servers.
Data recognition manager is arranged in this module, mainly
clarifying public shared data which was previously stored in
the cloud and private data which cannot be shared across
the cloud. The communication controller monitors the actions
of data containers and records the states of data containers.
Depending on the required assignment rules, a Master has the
capacity to assign tasks to the containers within its jurisdic-
tion. In order to keep the information obtained by the edge
servers in the same neighborhood consistent, a synchronization
protocol is required for the communication, which cannot
cause misunderstandings due to inconsistent information. On
the other hand, this prominent function also facilitates data
lookups.
B. Dynamic data storage policy based on trust value and
Reinforcement Learning
The dynamic storage module in Master guarantees the real-
time characteristics of edge computing. Firstly, the Master
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identifies the data popularity on the data tag, with Q-learning
[34] based on popularity to determine the data optimal storage
location. It ensures that frequently used data can be stored
in the edge server, and data that is not frequently used and
not user privacy can be stored in the cloud. This process is
committed to reducing the time for data requesting and the
cost of resources consumed. Here, the Master updates the data
label according to scalable-recommendation algorithms (e.g.
knowledge-based recommendation and user preference recom-
mendation). Secondly, high-trust edge servers are prioritized
for storing data, while edge servers are more likely to store
data submitted by high-trust prosumers. Thirdly, by checking
the timestamp of the data, the Master determines whether
expires and discards the expired data in time to increase the
available space of the data containers. Fourthly, when the
data container reaches its own storage capacity threshold, it is
reported to the Master which manages it, and the Master would
remove its redundant storage contents until there is additional
space to assign tasks again.
C. Multi-user parallel mapping and trustworthy storage
The scheme we proposed is different from Hadoop in that
the storage information of the data can be exchanged between
several neighboring edge servers in the vicinity. Therefore,
multiple edge servers can manipulate the same data at the same
time, which means support for multi-user writes, modifies,
and deletes. When the trust values of all the prosumers that
manipulate the same data are the same, all the prosumers
have the same priority. At this time, according to the time
sequence in which the edge server receives the commands,
the prosumers sequentially manipulate the data. On the other
hand, when the trust values of the prosumers are different, the
prosumer whose trust value is lower than the threshold has
no permission to modify the data, and the prosumers would
modify the data with reference to the trust value from high
to low. The storage information mapping table needs to be
more efficient, mainly used to record the data storage location,
which also records data type, resource, and size. There are
two kinds of stored data. If the stored data is file-based while
the data containers in the edge server closest to it do not have
enough storage space, it is cut by the Master and distributively
stored in the vicinity of the edge server. Besides, the mapping
table needs to record the cut block order of the cut file to
facilitate the prosumer request.
IV. ITS IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION AND FEDERATED
TRUST EVALUATION SCHEME
To ensure storage security, we propose identity authentica-
tion and trust evaluation for ITS entities. Firstly, in order to
authenticate the identity of both communicating parties, the
identity authentication protocol based on trapdoor hashing is
proposed which is divided into two phases: i) storage initializa-
tion phase; ii) storage authentication phase. Secondly, in order
to establish a trustworthy interactive storage relationship, the
federated trust evaluation mechanism of edge servers and data
prosumers is proposed, which evaluates trust values for edge
entities in geographically separated different network domains
[35].
In our work, a trapdoor hash function whose collision resis-
tance depends on the state knowledge of the user is proposed
in our authentication scheme. Each trapdoor hash function
consists of a pair public key and private key, represented as the
hash key HK and the trapdoor key TK, respectively. Table I
describes the important notations of this paper.
TABLE I
LIST OF IMPORTANT NOTATIONS
Term Description
Zq Multiplicative group of integers modulo q
IDpi The identity of data prosumer i
G A group of prime order q
H(·) Hash function
NHKA New trapdoor key computed by edge server A
SB Private key of edge server B
MAB Mutual authentication value of edge server B
SDkij Rate of stored size of edge server in k
th communication
TLi(0) Initial lifespan of edge server i
τk k
th communication timestamp
Sqkij Storage service quality of i for Pji
PEτij Positive feedback
Kii′ Knowledge similarity
TPjj′ Trust value between data prosumers
CRjj′ Credibility degree of data prosumer
ASij Rate of data prosumer active state
Rdij Rate of data quantity requested by data prosumer
Rcij Rate of data prosumer communication success
CPj Credibility of data prosumer j
DPdji (0) Initial popularity of data dji
as(ts) Storage action
Ndji Number of requests for dji
ss(ts) State of edge server at slot ts
λj Request rate of data prosumer Pji
di Size of data requested by Pji
pdi Size of data produced by Pji
vi Pre-processing speed of Pji
tvj Speed of checking the trust value of Pji
vmj Speed of searching data for Mater yj
tMP Delay of transmission between yj and Pji
tMC Delay of transmission between yj and cloud
CPj Storage capacity of Master yj
RMj Processing latency of data tasks uploaded by Pji
Ti Processing latency of data tasks in Pji
Lemma 1. [36] A trapdoor hash family consists of a pair
(I,H) such that:
- I is a probabilistic polynomial-time key generation algo-
rithm that on input 1k outputs a pair (HK,TK), such
that the sizes of HK, TK are polynomially related to k,
where k is the size of the message.
- H is a family of randonmized hash functions. Every hash
function in H is associated with a hash key HK, and is
applied to a message from a space M and a random
element from a finite space R. The output of the hash
function hHK does not depend on TK.
Lemma 2. [37] A trapdoor hash family (I,H) has the
following three properties:
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- Efficiency: Given a hash key HK and a pair (m, r) ∈
M×R, hHK(m, r) is computable in polynomial time.
- Collision resistance: There is no probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithm A that on input HK outputs, with
a probability that is not overlooked, two pairs
(m1, r1), (m2, r2) ∈ M×R that satisfy m1 6= m2 and
hHK(m1, r1) = hHK(m2, r2).
- Trapdoor collisions: There is a probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm that given a pair (HK,TK)← I(1k), a
pair (m1, r1) ∈M×R, and an additional message m2 ∈
M, outputs a value r2 ∈ R such that: i) hHK(m1, r1) =
hHK(m2, r2); ii) If r1 is uniformly distributed in R then
the distribution of r2 is computationally indistinguishable
from uniform in R.
A. Storage Initialization Phase
In the initialization phase, data prosumer i performs session
protocol prior to key share and obtains the trapdoor key
from edge server A after the successful authentication. The
messages transmitted during the initialization phase are shown
in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. Storage Initialization Phase
• Step1: Data prosumer i selects a random number
sKApi ∈ Zq and computes SKApi by G which is a
group of prime order q, where Zq denotes the multiplica-
tive group of integers modulo q. Then, data prosumer
i computes message request as H1(IDpi, SKApi) and
sends to edge server A via a secure channel. Here, IDpi
is the identity of data prosumer i and (sKApi, SKApi)
is the long term key pair.
• Step2: After receiving H1(IDpi, SKApi), edge server
A decrypts IDpi. Then, it computes sKA−1pi and selects
a random number cA ∈ Zq . Therefore, it can compute
hash function as HKA = SKApi · cA. Moreover, edge
server A stochastically selects kA ∈ Zq and computes
the trapdoor key pair (kA · sKA−1pi , kA ·G). In addition,
edge server A stores kpi ·G. So edge server A computes
the new trapdoor key NHKA as
NHKA = cA−
H1(H1(IDpi, SKApi), kA ·G) · kA · sKA−1pi .
(1)
Then, it sends message response to the data prosumer i
as (H1(IDpi, SKApi), NHKA, kA ·G,HKA).
• Step3: After receiving the response, data prosumer
i verifies its identity and stores its parameters as
(IDpi, NHKA, kpi ·G,HKA).
B. Storage Authentication Phase
In the storage authentication phase, the mutual authentica-
tion process is initiated between data prosumer i and edge
server B when edge server A has not enough storage space.
The messages transmitted during the storage initialization
phase are shown in Figure 3 and explained as follows.
• Step4: Data prosumer i obtains information of edge
server B from edge server A. Then, data prosumer i
selects a random number sKBpi ∈ Zq and computes
sKBpi · G. Also, data prosumer i computes NHKpi ·
SKApi and sends (IDpi, NHKpi · SKApi, sKBpi ·
G,HKpi, kpi ·G) to edge server B.
• Step5: After receiving the authentication parameters from
data prosumer i, edge server B selects a random number
cB ∈ Zq and computes HK ′pi of data prosumer i as [37]
HK ′pi = cB · SKApi (2)
Further, edge server B compares HK ′pi with HKpi. If
HK ′pi is not equal to HKpi, it will transfer a verification
declined message to data prosumer i. Otherwise, it will
select a random number sKB ∈ Zq and compute its
public key as SKBB = sKB · G. Then, edge server
B computes
NHKB = cB−
H1(H1(IDpi, SKApi), kB ·G) · kB · sKB−1B
(3)
and computes NHKB · SKBB for establishing the
mutual authentication. Besides, edge server B generates
its private key SB = H2(sKB · (sKBpi ·G), IDB , IDpi)
and the mutual authentication value MAB = H3(kB ·
G, (NHKB · SKBB) · NHKB , SB). Then edge server
B sends (IDB , NHKB · SKBB , sKB · G,HKB , kB ·
G,MAB) to data prosumer i.
• Step6: Data prosumer i computes HK ′B of edge server
B as [37]
HK ′B = cB · SKBB (4)
Further, data prosumer i compares and verifies HK ′B
with HKB . If HK ′B is not equal to HKB , data pro-
sumer i transfers a verification declined message to
edge server B. Otherwise, data prosumer i generates it
private key Spi = H2(sKBpi · (sKB · G), IDB , IDpi)
and verifies edge server B by computing MA′B =
H3(kB ·G, (NHKB · SKBB) ·NHKpi, Spi). If MA′B
is equal to MAB , edge server B is authenticated by
prosumer i, and data prosumer i sends MApi = H3(kpi ·
G,NHKB · (NHKpi · SKBB), Spi) to data prosumer
i. Otherwise, data prosumer i transfers the authentication
failure message to edge server B.
• Step7: Edge server B receives mutual authentication
value from data prosumer i and computes MA′pi. Then
edge server B verifies whether MA′pi is equal to MApi.
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If equal, data prosumer i is authenticated by edge server
B. Otherwise, edge server B sends declined verification
message.
C. Federated Trust Evaluation Scheme
Our proposed federated trust evaluation scheme consists of
the trust values of edge servers and the trust values of data
prosumers. We evaluate the trustworthiness of an edge server
and a data prosumer by real numbers ET and PT , ranging
from 0 to 1. The trust value ET is determined based on
direct trust DET and indirect trust IET for balancing the
effects of indirect trust and direct trust. Moreover, PT has the
same derivation, and the trust relationship is as shown in the
following Figure 4.
Fig. 4. ITS Federated Trust Evaluation Scheme
1) Edge Server Trust Value from Direct Trust: The direct
trust of an edge server is based on the direct interactions
between the edge server and the data prosumers, including the
stored data scale of the edge server, the lifespan of the edge
server, and the rating on the Secure Service Quality which is
the feedback of data prosumers.
The first evaluation indicator is the stored data scale of the
edge server Ei for data prosumer Pji during a cycle. The rating
of the service with the large storage size has an obvious effect
on the derivation of direct trust. Let sdkij denote the stored size
provided by edge server Ei for data prosumer Pji in the kth
communication. In order to calculate the proportion of sdkij in







where Tij(τ) denotes the communication times between Pji
and Ei in a cycle τ .
The second evaluation indicator is the rating of the lifespan
of edge server Ei. We consider an exponential decay function,
which is
TLi(τk) = TLi(0) · e1−f(τ−τk) (6)
where TLi(0) is the initial lifespan of the cycle start, f ∈
[0,∞), and τk is the kth communication timestamp.
The third evaluation indicator is the rating on the Secure
Service Quality which is obtained after the communication
between the data prosumer and the edge server. If the edge
server is secure and trusted, the value will be high. Let SQkij
denote the trust rating of the kth communication between
Eiand Pji, here Pji indicates that Pji is controlled by Ei,
we have
SQkij = α1 × log(1 + Sqkij) + α2 × |sin(Sqkij)| (7)
where Sqkij is the storage service quality of Ei for Pji at the
kth communication and 0 ≤ Sqkij ≤ 1. Here, parameter α1
and α2 satisfy 0 ≤ α1, α2 ≤ 1 and α1 + α2 = 1.




SDkij · SQkij · TLi (8)




SDkij · (1− SQkij) · TLi (9)
In order to punish malicious behaviors of the edge server,
a punishment factor γ for negative feedback, which is a real
number greater than 1, is used. Therefore, the direct trust for




j∈J(PEij(τ) + γ ·NEij(τ))
(10)
Here, we consider that the data prosumers in the same neigh-
borhood have an equal impact on Ei.
2) Edge Server Trust Value from Indirect Trust: Indirect
trust can be regarded as recommendations from other data
prosumers and edge servers in the same domain. The rec-
ommendation mechanism can enhance the accuracy of trust
evaluation, especially when the data prosumer is not enough to
know about the edge server that manages it. In order to multi-
dimensionally evaluate the trust value of the edge server, the
information provided by other edge servers and data prosumers
in the same domain needs to be considered.
Data prosumers with high trust values always provide posi-
tive recommendations, while recommendations from data pro-
sumers with a low trust may be malicious. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to recommend a reputation to assure the trustworthiness
of the recommendation. Here, every two edge servers have a
certain similarity, as are every two data prosumers. If two
edge servers have stronger similarity, the recommendations of
them are more credible. In our scheme, the indirect trust of
the edge server can be divided into three parts, including data
prosumer trust value, data prosumer visited gateway similarity,
and knowledge similarity on edge server.
We denote the trust value of Pji as PTj . Considering the
impact of all data prosumers in the same domain with the
same weight, we define the data prosumer trust value PT in








Here, |J | denotes the number of data prosumers in the domain
J .
The visited gateway similarity means the closeness, which
is an indicator to show whether two data prosumers have the
same physical contacts. The message from a data prosumer
needs to go through multiple gateways to reach its destination.
Each data prosumer records the ID of the gateways that the
message goes through. Let Gj and Gj′ denote the sets of the
visited gateways of Pji and Pj′i, respectively. Therefore, the
commonly visited gateways can be calculated by
LCP (Gj , Gj′) =
0, if Gj or Gj′ is empty
1 + LCP (Pop(Gj), Pop(Gj′)), if Gj(0) = Gj′(0)
max(LCP (Pop(Gj), Gj′), LCP (Gj , Pop(Gj′))), o.w.
(12)
where Pop(G) means removing the first element from G. In
order to normalize LCP (Gj , Gj′), its formula can be obtained
by
LCPjj′ =
LCP (Gj , Gj′)
max(|Gj |, |Gj′ |)
(13)
The knowledge similarity is based on the number of the
same knowledge that two edge servers sustain. The knowledge
contains the sub-grid information, the gateway information,
service quality, and so on. Let Ki and Ki′ denote the sets
of sustained knowledge of Ei and Ei′ , respectively. The
















PKi′ are the knowledge vectors of Ei and
Ei′ , respectively. Therefore, the trust between Pji and Pj′i
can be calculated by
TPjj′ = wm · PT + wp · LCPjj′ (15)
where wm and wp are weighted parameters, and wm + wp =
1, 0 ≤ wm, wp ≤ 1.






By combining the credibility degree of data prosumer and





















Here, ζie is the weight factor, which is between 0 and 1.
3) Data Prosumer Trust Value from Direct Trust: Through
multiple observations of the observed data prosumer behavior,
the data prosumer can evaluate the direct trust value based
on the direct experiences by exploiting the rating of data
prosumer active state, the requested data quantity, and the
communication success rate of data prosumer.
The rating of data prosumer active state reflects the property
of fluctuation with a lapse of time. If Pji has not interacted
with Ei for a long period, this indicator will become small
gradually. Conversely, if Pji interacts with Ei frequently for
a period of time, it will increase quickly. The computation
formula of Ei active state floating with time going is described
as follows.
ASij =




ij )), INumnewij > INum
old
ij











, INumnewij = 0
(18)
Here, ASij denotes the rating of Pji active state for Ei and ∆t
means a monitoring cycle. INumoldij and INum
new
ij denote
the last and new interaction number between Pji and Ei
respectively. k is the controlling factor and has different values
in heterogeneous networks.
In our proposed storage architecture, for Pji, the requested
data quantity is a pivotal attribute to evaluate the direct trust.
Rdij denotes the rating of data quantity that Pji requests from










, Rdnewij > µ
β(µ−Rd
new















ij denote the original and new rating of
requested data quantity respectively. Here, the value larger
than µ which is the critical threshold is trustworthy, while the
smaller is distrustful. In addition, β is an adjustment factor and
0 < β < 1. We can see that when β is small, Rdij increases
slowly, while Rdij declines quickly. Obviously, Rdij is related
to INumij . So when Rdnewij > µ, INum
new
ij must not equal
0.






+ wold ·Rcoldij , Rc1 < RC < Rc2
Cnormal
Ctotal
, RC < Rc1
(20)
Here, Rcij means the success rate of data prosumer Pji
communicates with edge server i. We use RC to represent
|Rcoldij − CnormalCtotal |. And Cnormal is the normal communication
number for a fixed time, whereas Ctotal is the total communi-
cation number. Rc1 and Rc2 are two thresholds between the
original value and new value. wnew and wold are two weight
values for the original value and new value, whose values
depend on monitoring sensitivity. If wnew is larger than wold,
the value of Rcij would converge to CnormalCtotal quickly. Apart
from the above conditions, Rcij is 0 in other conditions.
We can obtain the direct trust value of Pji by calculating






(αas ·ASij + αrd ·Rdij + αrc ·Rcij) (21)
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The relative importance assigned to three attributes is modeled
as three real numbers, αas, αrd, αrc, which satisfy αas +
αrd + αrc = 1 and 0 ≤ αas, αrd, αrc ≤ 1. All weights are
determined by the network controller.
4) Data Prosumer Trust Value from Indirect Trust: We
divide the indirect trust of the data prosumer into two parts,
one from the impact of the edge node that supervises it, and
the other from the direct value of other data prosumers in the
same domain.
For a single data prosumer’s trust value, we consider not
only its own direct trust, but also the impact of other data
prosumers in its same domain. When a data prosumer is
attacked, the closer the data prosumer is to the attacked
prosumer, the more likely it is to be attacked, so we can
infer that the closer the equivalent of the data prosumer, the
higher the credibility, vice versa. Consequently, we evaluate







wj′ · (CP oldj′ )
1
s − CP oldj ) (22)
Here, CPnewj and CP
old
j are the new and old credibilities of








s−CP oldj | − 1
e+ 1
(23)







s means the summary of the 1/s
powers of the credibility of other data prosumers in the domain
J except Pji. We have
∑
j′∈J\j wj′ = 1, and wj′ reflects the
deviation of the credibility evaluation.
Fig. 5. The transmission of the credibility
In addition, when a data prosumer has no direct recom-
menders within the jurisdiction of the edge server that controls
it, data prosumers from other edge servers within the same
domain J can give an indirect recommendation, so as to obtain
the credibility of Pji. As shown in Figure 5, edge servers are
at the data analytics layer and data prosumers are at the data
collection layer in ITS big data analytics architecture [20].
PAi can interact with PCj through some paths. CPpi is the
credibility of the recommenders from the path pi. We can
calculate the CPpi as the following equation:
CPpi = CPi1 · CP12 · · ·CPmj (24)
CPxy means the credibility of data prosumer x to data
prosumer y, so the credibility of the data prosumer j can be
obtained as follows:
CPnewj = ξ1 · CP oldj + ξ2 ·
k∑
pi=1
wppi · CPpi (25)
where
∑k
pi=1 wppi = 1, ξ1 + ξ2 = 1, 0 ≤ ξ1, ξ2 ≤ 1, and
wppi is related to the number of data prosumers on the path















Here, αim is the indirect trust factor for the data prosumer,
determined by the trustworthy of the network, and 0 ≤ αim ≤
1. Since a data prosumer may be controlled by more than one
edge server, the direct trust value of the edge server in the
domain is also taken into account when calculating the indirect
trust value of the data prosumer.
V. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF DATA TRUST STORAGE
AND SECURITY INVOCATION IN THE PROPOSED
ARCHITECTURE
A. Trusted dynamic storage model based on trust value and
popularity
When data dji is uploaded to Master yj of Ei, Pji records
the initial popularity of data as DPdji(0). The amount of
containers in yj to store data is K. In a time slot ts, the
data requested by each Pji is a subset of the set D̂ =
{1, 2, · · · , D}. If the requested data is exactly in the container
Cjk, no extra requesting cost for Pji is incurred. Instead, if
the requested data is not in Cjk, yj will search its neighbors
NM = {yjn|n ∈ N} at the first step, where N is the number
of the neighbors of yj . In this case, if the requested data is
not recorded in NM , yj will obtain the data from the cloud,
which will result in a lot of costs, including a possible surge
in electricity prices.
Suppose as(ts) ∈ A represents a storage action vector
whose size is D×1 in slot ts, where A = {as|as ∈ {0, 1}D}.
Here, |as(ts)|dji = 1 means that data dji is stored in a
container of Master yj , otherwise |as(ts)|dji = 0.
We update the popularity of the data based on requests
received from Pji, defined as
DPdji(ts) = α ·DPdji(ts − 1)







In the above equation, Ndji represents the number of requests
for dji at slot ts, and 1D
∑D
q=1Nqji is the average size of Pji
requests at slot ts, where yj can record Nqji . At the end of
slot ts, considering the edge server trust value, our edge server








We evaluate the efficiency and the trustworthiness of the
storage strategy by maintaining the most popular data with
highly trustworthy edge servers using their available storage
space and resources. In general, yj compares DPdji with
the set threshold DP . If DPdji is greater than DP , yj will
register data dji, and assign dji to container Ck which both
has redundant storage space and is closest to Pji. Other-
wise, yi uploads data dji to the cloud. In Q-learning, we
estimate the conditional cost of this storage policy, expressed
as C(ss(ts − 1), as(ts)|ET (ts), DP (ts)). At the end of time
slot (ts − 1), the Master performs storage action as(ts) and
calculates data DP (ts) upon updates ET (ts), so that the edge
server state is transferred to ss(ts).
The storage policy function is defined as π : S → A
mapped the state ss ∈ S to the action. Storage action
as(ts + 1) = π(ss(ts)) is executed under the control of
the policy π(·) for the current state ss(ts). Here, storage






γτ−TC(ss[τ ], π(ss[τ ]))] (29)
which is the total expected cost generated over the infinite
time frame, with a future discount parameter γ ∈ [0, 1). The
discount factor γ adjusts the balance between current and
future costs. The best strategy π∗ to minimize cost is
π∗ = argmin
π∈Π
Vπ(ss), ∀ss ∈ S (30)
where Π denotes the collection of all possible policies. To
clearly understand how Q-learning works, we define a state-
action value function based on the policy π, namely Qπ(ss, as)
[39].
Algorithm 1 Trusted dynamic storage based on trust value
and popularity
1: Initialize state ss(0) randomly, Q0(ss, as) = 0 ∀ss, as
2: Initialize εt ∈ (0, 1),step size λ, λs = 1− λ
3: for ts = 1, 2, · · · , tmax do
4: Take storage action as(ts) in a probabilistic manner
5:
as(ts) =
 argminas Q(ss(ts − 1), as) w.p. 1− εtrandom as ∈ A w.p. εt
6: Update DP (ts) based on prosumer requests
7: Set ss(ts) = [as(ts)T , ETT (ts), DPT (ts)]T
8: Calculate cost C(s(ts − 1), as(ts)|ET (ts), DP (ts))
9: Update Q(ss(ts − 1), as(ts)) = λs · Q(ss(ts −





In addition, εt−greedy algorithm is proposed to choose the
best policy. Select the action as(ts) in the slot (ts−1) to make
Q(ss(ts− 1), as(ts)) reach the minimum with the probability
of (1 − εt), and we call this option as the exploit, using the
current best action as to get the best outcome of next state.
On the other hand, randomly select the action as from the
action collection A with the probability of εt. This process
is called exploration, and the selected action may become the
best policy in the next state. The detailed description of this
overall process is provided in Algorithm 1.
B. Data call latency model based on trusted value receiving
request
Based on queuing theory, we mathematically model the total
latency required to request data and execute computational
tasks. The overall time can be divided into two components,
one is between the edge server and the cloud, and the other is
between the edge server and the data prosumer. For yi, assume
that there are Si prosumers within its control range. Suppose
that the process of from the request of Pji to yj follows the
Poisson distribution, and the request rate of Pji is expressed
as λj . The size of data requested by Pji is denoted by di,
while the size of data generated by Pji is expressed as pdi.
Moreover, Pji requires a task of classifying and popularizing
local data, with a pre-processing speed of vi. When receiving
requests from Pji, yj would firstly check the trust value of
Pji at a speeding tvj . If the trust value is lower than the set
threshold, yj will reject the requests from Pji until the trust
value changes. Then, once yj accepts the requests from Pji,
it will contact cloud or data containers to find the requested
data. This searching speed for yj is denoted by vmj . The data
and signals transmission delay between yj and Pji is tMP ,
while the transmission latency of data and signals between yj
and cloud is tMC . Here, the storage capacity of yj can be
expressed as CPj .
X(xij) is defined as a S×E matrix with the element value
of each column and row is a boolean value xij . Here, S is the
maximum value of all Si and E is the number of edge servers
in our proposed scheme. We have
xij =
{
1 if di ∈ containerjk
0 if di /∈ containerjk
(31)
In the data requesting process, yj firstly checks the trusted
value of Pi, when the trusted value is acceptable, yj will check
requested pdji. If data pdi requested by Pi is private data, it
searches preferentially in Cjk, and when the remaining storage
space of Cjk is smaller than the size of pdi, yj needs to find
pdi in the remaining space of Cjk and in other data containers
near Cjk whose storage is enough. On the other hand, if data
pdji is public shared data meanwhile its popularity is lower
than the set threshold, yj needs to request pdi from the cloud.
We define a data requesting matrix U(uij), where
uij =
{
1 if pdi is requested
0 if pdi is not requested
(32)
According to queuing theory, for yj , the processing latency
of data task uploaded by Pji can be calculated by the following
formula
RMj = uij · di · λj/(vmj + tvj −
S∑
i=1
uij · λj) (33)
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The total quantity of tasks assigned to multiple Masters
in the same neighborhood to process cooperatively tasks




tMP · (uij · pdi + di) (34)
Due to the limited speed of data tasks processed by each
Master, it is necessary to ensure the speed of several prosumers
managed by yj does not exceed the constraint speed, therefore,
the speed constraint is vmj >
∑S
i=1 uijλi. Here, Pji related
latencies in processing data tasks themselves, including the
trusted value calculation, local preprocessing, and request








It is necessary to ensure the positive and negative of
the denominator for the local data flow speed, which is
vi − (1 −
∑
j∈E yij)λi > 0. For the transmission latency in
the requested data transmission, in the case of yj storing the
data requested by Pji, the transmission latency between Pji




tPM · (uij · pdi + xij · di) (36)
On the other hand, yj and other edge servers in the same
neighborhood do not store the data requested by Pji, then yj
needs to request data from the cloud, and the latency between




tMC · (1− xij) · di (37)
In this equation, 1−xij indicates that the data requested by
Pji is not in the edge servers, but is stored in the cloud.
A nonlinear optimization model can be used to model
the efficiency of the proposed architecture to evaluate task
processing delays. Our optimization model has three factual
and necessary constraints: storage capacity size of the Master,
the processing rate of the Master, and the pre-processing rate
of the prosumer. In this scheduling model, our goal is to
minimize the total time required for both data requests and










Because the optimal local solution of the genetic algorithm
is equal to the optimal global solution in the case where
the optimization problem is convex, we can apply it to the
minimum latency of the two kinds of data stored in the
edge and the cloud. In the genetic algorithm, the data storage
schemes of Masters is the population Pop, and population size
E is the number of Masters. Pop specifically refers to the case
where the edge server stores data and the allocation scheme
for the data storage location is represented by a 0− 1 matrix.
In general, fitness function F is represented by the target opti-











in the genetic algorithm. A detailed description of this overall
process is provided in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The genetic algorithm for trustworthy storage
architecture
Input: Initial population Pop, population size E, etc.
Output: Overall optimal population Pop.
1: for iteration number less than a certain number do
2: Calculate the fitness F of each scheme of Master
3: Initialize the empty population newPop
4: while not generate E children do
5: Select two individuals from Pop based on F
6: if random A less than cross probability then
7: Perform Cross-operation on two schemes of Mas-
ters
8: end if
9: if random B less than mutation probability then
10: Perform Mutation-operation on two schemes of
Masters
11: end if
12: Add two new schemes of Masters to population
newPop
13: end while
14: Replace Pop with newPop
15: end for
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the trust value in the proposed
trustworthy evaluation scheme and show the efficiency of
the proposed storage architecture which is compared to the
centralized storage in the cloud.
In order to study the trend of trust value changes of edge
servers and data prosumers in different trusted situations, we
divide the simulation scenario into four situations: full trusted
situation, high trusted situation, low trusted situation, and full
distrusted situation. Initially, the proportion of high trustworthy
data prosumers in the above situations is 1, 0.67, 0.33, 0,
respectively. SDkij and TLi(τk) of Ei individually follows
a uniform distribution of [0, 1], and decreases from 1. The
secure service quality of the edge server is positively correlated
with the trust value of the controlling data prosumers. LCPjj′
between Pji and Pj′i is 70% uniformly distributed among
[0.7, 1] and 30% among [0.1, 0.3]. While Kii′ between Ei
and Ei′ is 65% uniformly distributed among [0.6, 1] and 35%
among [0.2, 0.4]. TPjj′ between Pji and Pj′i is calculated by
the previous equation, where the parameter wm and wp is 0.2
and 0.8. ζie is 0.6 in the indirect trust of the edge server. The
initial ASij of Pji is 0.5.
For the high trustworthy data prosumer, ASij increases by
0.02 after each communication in the full and high trusted
situation and decreases by 0.03 in the low trusted situation.
Besides, Rdij increases by 0.03 after each communication in
all situations. In addition, Rcij increases by 0.04 after each
communication in all situations. For the low trustworthy data
prosumer, ASij decreases by 0.03 after each communication
in all situations. The initial Rdij is 0.5, which decreases by
0.04 after each communication in all situations. The initial
Rcij is 0.5. Rdij decreases by 0.05 after each communica-
tion in all situations. Moreover, the weight parameters αas,
αrd, and αrc are 0.3, 0.3, and 0.4. Firstly, we perform the
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simulation to evaluate the edge server direct trust value over
the communication number. The initial direct trust value of
each edge server is 0.5. The initial trust value of the high
trustworthy data prosumer is 0.8, while the initial trust value
of the low trustworthy data prosumer is 0.2.
Fig. 6. Edge server direct trust value
Figure 6 shows the fluctuation of the average DET for
all edge servers in four different trust environments. We can
obtain that in the full trusted situation, the average DET
tends to 1 as the communication number increases, due to
the mounting positive feedback from the environment, that is,
the environment is increasingly trusted. In the high trusted
situation, the average DET inclines to 0.85 as the communi-
cation number increases, which is consistent with the trusted
degree of the environment. In the low trusted situation, DET
increases slightly and then stays at 0.5, because when the
communication number is small, the high trustworthy data
prosumer has a certain positive impact on the environment. But
when the communication number increases, high trustworthy
data prosumers are affected by the environment, making their
PT gradually reduce. Hence, the average DET of all edge
servers in the environment reaches a stable high level. In the
full distrusted situation, the average DET has been decayed
with the communication number.
Fig. 7. Edge server trust value and direct trust value comparison
We can make four kinds of comparisons between the DET
and ET of all edge servers in Figure 7. Case 1 is the
comparison of DET and ET in the high trusted situation,
and ET is lower than DET due to the impact of IET . Case
2 is the comparison of ET in the high trusted situation and low
trusted situation, because of the influence from data prosumers,
ET in low trusted situation decreases while in high trusted
situation increases. Case 3 is the comparison of DET and
ET in the low trusted situation. DET and ET both decrease,
while ET is smaller than DET because of IET . Case 4 is
the comparison of ET in the low trusted situation and the
full distrusted situation. As shown, ET in the full distrusted
situation is lower than that in the low trusted situation, and
the difference is more obvious than Case 3.
Fig. 8. High trustworthy data prosumer trust value
Figure 8 shows the fluctuation of the average PT for all high
trustworthy prosumers in three different trust environments.
Suppose that ET of edge servers is the same. As shown in
the high trusted situation and the low trusted situation, PT
of high trustworthy prosumers rises when the communication
number is between 5 and 8. This is the impact of small-
scale low trustworthy prosumers on IPT of high trustworthy
prosumers. As the communication number increases, PT of
low trustworthy prosumers becomes higher, so the overall
average PT rises. In the low trusted situation, because the
majority is low trustworthy prosumers, the environment where
high trustworthy prosumers are located is very untrustworthy,
and IPT has a great impact on high trustworthy prosumers
so that the average PT continues to decrease.
Fig. 9. Low trustworthy data prosumer trust value
Figure 9 depicts the fluctuation of the average PT for all
low trustworthy prosumers in three different trust environ-
ments. The initial ET of edge servers remains the same in
these contexts. In the high trusted situation and low trusted
situation, PT of low trustworthy data prosumers is a slight
increase but not more than 0.5, keeping at a low level of
trustworthiness. As shown, the average PT in the high trusted
situation is a little bit higher than that in the low trusted
situation. However, in the full distrusted situation, IET from
edge servers has an impact on the low trustworthy prosumers,
so that the average PT increases by 0.1 at first. But all
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prosumers are not trustworthy, IPT has a greater impact on
the average. As the communication number increases, the trust
value gradually approaches 0.
Fig. 10. Time delay of data requesting and receiving
Figure 10 shows the comparison of time delay in different
storage architectures. This simulation is in a high trusted
situation. The variable is Si, the number of data prosumers,
ranging from 50 to 190, with an interval of 20. The invariants
for these data prosumers are the data receiving rate (1s/MB
from edge servers, 2.5s/MB from the cloud), the size of
requested data (from 1MB to 20MB), and the data requesting
unit rate (from 1s to 10s). For Masters, the constants are the
storage capacity (1000MB), the number E, and the size of Cik
(from 1500MB to 2000MB). As shown, when the number of
data prosumers is less than 90, the time delay of our proposed
architecture is higher than that of central cloud storage. This
is because the time of interactive authentication and the data
requesting unit rate, which are caused by the low trustworthy
data prosumers’ trust value not reaching the threshold, is
longer. Far more than a certain amount, the delay of data
requesting and receiving from the central cloud is higher than
that of our proposal. So when data amount increases, our delay
result is better.
Fig. 11. The genetic algorithm convergence
Figure 11 depicts the convergence of the genetic algorithm
when the number of data prosumers is changed from 50, 100,
and 150, respectively, so the optimal allocation scheme is
feasible. Because the genetic algorithm grows exponentially,
its matrix dimension affects the delay of the search outcomes.
It can be seen that when the number of prosumers is 50 and
100, the search delay greatly increases. Furthermore, because
when the number of prosumers reaches a certain threshold, the
difference between 100 prosumers and 150 prosumers is not
very large due to the number of iterations. In addition, when
the generation number is between 30 and 40, the curve of 100
data prosumers has a crossover coincidence with the curve of
150 data prosumers, because 100 is the key value of stability
in the genetic algorithm and the volatility will be relatively
large.
Fig. 12. The minimum cost of dynamic storage using Q-learning
To compare the proposed architecture storage and central
cloud storage with the initial optimal caching strategy, in
Figure 12, we simulate a small network with data volumes
between 10 and 35. The capacity is 1 for each edge server
with a total of 10 edge servers. The initial popularity is
obtained from the Markov chain which is derived from the
Zipf distribution parameters η1 = 0.8 and η2 = 2.1. Figure 12
notes the lowest cost for different amounts of data, comparing
our proposed architecture storage with central cloud storage
because both of them use Q-learning. We can see that the
dynamic storage cost gained through Q-learning is always
lower than the initial optimal policy. In the storage process, the
proposed architecture is lower consumption than centralized
cloud storage.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we worked on complex ITS scenarios and a
large amount of data generated by edge nodes, which posed
challenges for edge-cloud collaboration. Utilizing the advan-
tages of Hadoop and trust evaluation, a unified trustworthy
storage intelligent architecture in ITS was proposed to improve
the performance of ITS services and better bolster the inter-
action of edge computing systems. The proposed federated
trust evaluation ensured that communications in the proposed
storage architecture are comparatively secure. Moreover, the
simulations showed that the task processing delay and the
minimum cost of the proposed architecture are better than the
traditional method. In the future work, we will consider big
data integrated analytics within storage under the edge of the
distributed network.
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